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Western societies offer children many opportunities for downward social comparisons (i.e., comparing oneself favorably to others). Such comparisons make children feel proud of themselves but could inadvertently trigger a desire to be superior to others. How can children be made to feel proud without triggering a desire for superiority? We hypothesized that downward temporal comparisons (i.e., comparing one’s current self favorably to one’s past self) can make children feel proud and give them a sense of insight and progress, without triggering a desire for superiority. We randomly assigned 583 children ($M_{age} = 11.65$, $SD = 1.92$) to engage in social comparisons (downward or upward), temporal comparisons (downward or upward), or no comparison. As hypothesized, downward social and temporal comparisons both made children feel proud, but only temporal comparisons did so without triggering superiority goals. Relative to social comparisons, temporal comparisons gave children a sense of progress and insight. These comparison effects were similar across middle-to-late childhood (ages 8–10), early adolescence (ages 11–13), and middle adolescence (ages 14–16). Collectively, our findings suggest that social comparisons contribute a competitive interpersonal orientation marked by a desire for superiority. Temporal comparisons, in contrast, shift children’s goals away from being better than others toward being better than their own past selves.
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comparing one’s present self favorably to one’s past self). We tested this proposal in a randomized experiment. We focused on mid-to-late childhood through mid-adolescence, an age period where children frequently and spontaneously engage in comparisons for the purpose of self-evaluation (Harter, 2012).

**Social Comparisons**

Children use social comparisons as a benchmark to acquire or increase self-knowledge (Festinger, 1954; Wedell & Parducci, 2000). Indeed, from early childhood onward, they engage in social comparisons spontaneously (Mosatchet & Bragonier, 1981) and strategically (Harter, 2012) to evaluate themselves (Butler, 1998; Cimpian, 2017; Dijkstra et al., 2008). Social comparisons typically entail perceiving others as better than oneself (upward social comparison; Collins, 1996) or as worse than oneself (downward social comparison; Wills, 1981).

Downward social comparisons highlight how children are better than others, which could make them feel proud of themselves (Harter, 2012). By contrast, upward social comparisons highlight how children are worse than others, which could make them feel ashamed of themselves (Collins, 1996; Smith, 2000). Preliminary evidence is consistent with these propositions. When asked to describe a prideful moment, children often mention outperforming others (Seidner, Stipek, & Feshbach, 1988), and children who outperform others display pride-relevant nonverbal behaviors, such as an erect posture and a broad smile (Garcia, Janis, & Flom, 2015). In addition, adults who engage in upward social comparison (Gilbert, 2000) or are exposed to better-off others (Cash, Cash, & Butters, 1983; Haferkamp & Krämer, 2011) often evaluate themselves negatively.

However emotionally gratifying downward social comparisons may be, they are likely to trigger in children a desire to be superior to others. When individuals perceive an unfavorable discrepancy between the self and ideal standards (e.g., when they are outperformed by others), they seek to reduce this discrepancy (Higgins, 1987) by striving to be as good as others or superior to them (Festinger, 1954). Even if the perceived discrepancy favors the self, individuals aspire to maintain or increase it (Sedikides & Gregg, 2008; Wills, 1981). Such superiority goals can drive individuals into a vicious cycle of competition (Garcia, Tor, & Schiff, 2013; Tesser, 1988). Although the idea that social comparisons trigger superiority goals has not been directly tested, tangential evidence suggests that social comparisons can instigate a competitive interpersonal orientation (Hoffman, Festinger, & Lawrence, 1954; Pemberton & Sedikides, 2001).

**Temporal Comparisons**

Here, we are concerned with another form of comparisons, namely, past temporal comparisons (henceforth, temporal comparisons). These can inform if one’s current self is better than one’s past self (downward temporal comparison; Albert, 1977) or is worse than one’s past self (upward temporal comparison; Wilson & Ross, 2000). Although the literature on social comparisons has been blossoming for decades, research on temporal comparisons is surprisingly thin. One reason for this scarcity is that scholars typically assume individuals engage in temporal comparisons only when social comparisons are unavailable (Goolsby & Chaplin, 1988; Wedell & Parducci, 2000). Yet, individuals engage in temporal comparisons frequently and spontaneously, even when social comparisons are available (Wilson & Ross, 2000). Indeed, from age 5–6, children can compare their current and past outcomes (e.g., the quality of their drawings), when these outcomes are presented to them (Butler, 1998). From age 6–7, they can compare mental representations of their present self and past self and make inferences about change within the self across time (Butler, 1998; Harter, 2012).

We propose that downward temporal comparisons can make children feel proud of themselves without triggering a desire for superiority. Downward temporal comparisons can do so by highlighting how much children have improved over time. Such comparisons evoke favorable self-evaluation in adults (Wilson & Ross, 2000) and are theorized to be a source of pride in children (Buechner, Pekrun, & Lichtenfeld, 2018). Indeed, scholars have theorized that showing children how they have improved over time could make them feel competent (Butler, 1987) and proud (Weiner, 2005). One correlational study found that children report feeling proud when they have progressed over time (Buechner et al., 2018). Conversely, upward temporal comparisons could make children feel ashamed of themselves for failing to meet their internal standards, which is a common source of shame (Lewis, 1992; Tracy & Robins, 2004). Thus, downward and upward temporal comparisons can trigger pride and shame in children, respectively.

Unlike social comparisons, however, temporal comparisons may guide children away from superiority goals and toward improvement goals. Temporal comparisons, by their very nature, do not involve contrasts with others (Albert, 1977; Suls & Mullen, 1982). Any perceived discrepancy resulting from temporal comparisons is between one’s present and past self. As individuals are motivated to minimize such discrepancies (Carver & Scheier, 1981; Higgins, 1987), they would compete with their own past self—not with others. Downward temporal comparisons could encourage children to further improve themselves, as they desire to maintain their improvement trajectories (Albert, 1977). Similarly, upward temporal comparisons could trigger in children a desire to improve themselves, thus encouraging remedial effort (Albert, 1977), as children want to move toward a desired future self (Markus & Nurius, 1986). Thus, temporal comparisons could focus children on improving themselves, more so than on being superior to others.

Unlike social comparisons, temporal comparisons highlight people’s cross-time trajectories of their self (Ryff, 1991; Zell & Aliche, 2009). We theorize that, by emphasizing how, over time, children are moving toward a desired self, temporal comparisons can give children a sense of progress (Higgins, 1987; Sedikides & Hepper, 2009); and by demonstrating that their self is not a static entity but rather malleable across time, temporal comparisons can give children a sense of insight (Wilson & Ross, 2001; Zell & Krizan, 2014). Thus, when children engage in temporal comparisons, they may experience a sense of progress and insight.

Although no study has examined these possibilities, indirect evidence suggests that contexts that stimulate downward temporal comparisons contribute to an improvement orientation (Covington, 1992). For example, classroom contexts that encourage surpassing one’s own outcomes across time instead of those of others conduce to children adopting a learning goal orientation—a desire to im-
prove oneself rather than to outperform others (Ames & Archer, 1988; Meece, Anderman, & Anderman, 2006). Likewise, praise for mastery (e.g., “You seem to really be getting the hang of it!”), which suggests outperforming oneself, makes children persist on the task at hand and solicit more challenging tasks, in an attempt to better themselves (Corpus, Ogle, & Love-Geiger, 2006; Kamins & Dweck, 1999).

With its emphasis on the malleability of the self, downward temporal comparison might seem similar to growth mindset—the belief that one’s attributes (e.g., ability) can grow and develop through effort and education (Dweck, 2006). Individuals with a growth mindset desire predominantly self-improvement; for example, they embrace challenging tasks and persist in the face of struggles or failures (Blackwell, Trzesniewski, & Dweck, 2007; Romero, Master, Paunesku, Dweck, & Gross, 2014). Temporal comparisons may be a strategy for individuals with a growth mindset to evaluate their attributes, because these comparisons—more so than social comparisons—align with their belief that attributes can change over time (Dweck & Molden, 2017). Consistent with this possibility, evidence indicates that adolescents with a growth mindset are more likely to judge their own ability based on temporal comparison feedback than on social comparison feedback (Butler, 2000).

Unlike individuals with growth mindset, those with a fixed mindset believe that their attributes are fixed and unchangeable. Individuals with a fixed mindset desire predominantly to demonstrate their high ability or to mask their low ability (Dweck & Leggett, 1988). They tend to avoid challenging tasks, as failure would signal low ability; and they may not persist in the face of struggles or setbacks, as they perceive effort to be an indication of low ability (Dweck & Leggett, 1988; Robins & Pals, 2002). Social comparison feedback (Butler, 2000). Social comparison may be a tool for individuals with a fixed mindset to evaluate their attributes. Given that “relative standing is... much less likely to show change than comparison with self” (Ruble & Flett, 1988, p. 104), individuals with a fixed mindset may find social comparison feedback more informative than temporal comparison feedback (Butler, 2000). Indeed, evidence indicates that adolescents with a fixed mindset are more likely to judge their own ability based on social comparison feedback than on temporal comparison feedback (Butler, 2000). In all, temporal and social comparisons are essential tools for self-evaluation and, as constructs, they are distinct from mindsets. The current investigation is the first to isolate the causal effects of temporal and social comparison on affective states and goal pursuits.

**Developmental Trends**

From what age are children’s affective states and goal pursuits influenced by social and temporal comparisons? Young children are capable of social and temporal comparisons (Butler, 1998), but they rarely use such comparisons to evaluate themselves (Ruble, Boggiano, Feldman, & Loeb, 1980; Ruble, Feldman, & Boggiano, 1976). From age 8, children become able to form global self-evaluations (e.g., “I like myself as a person”) and start using social and temporal comparisons for self-evaluation (Harter, 2012; Ruble & Flett, 1991). It has been theorized that, from this age onward, social comparisons, unlike temporal comparisons, might hinder self-improvement (Ruble, Grosowsky, Frey, & Cohen, 1992). For example, when children are outperformed by others, they may feel that they are low in ability and there is not much they can do to change that (Lapan & Boseovski, 2017; Ruble et al., 1992). Thus, we focused on this critical developmental period and tracked the effects of social and temporal comparisons across middle-to-late childhood (ages 8–10), early adolescence (ages 11–13), and middle adolescence (ages 14–16).

What does extant research tell us about developmental trends in social and temporal comparisons? During middle-to-late childhood, children’s environments are rich in social comparison information (e.g., normative grades, competitive classroom assignments; Cimpian, 2017; Ruble et al., 1976; Ruble & Flett, 1988; Veroff, 1969). Perhaps as a result, children may be more interested in social comparison feedback than in objective performance feedback (Butler, 1999). Unlike younger children, those age 8 or older use social comparison information to estimate their ability and future performance (Butler, 1996; Pomerantz, Ruble, Frey, & Greulich, 1995; Ruble et al., 1980). In early adolescence, around the transition to secondary school, children become even more interested in social comparisons (Keil, McClintock, Kramer, & Platow, 1990), which help them assess if they meet the expectations of their new social environments (Chartrand, Ruble, & Trope, 2001; Midgley, Anderman, & Hicks, 1995; Ruble & Frey, 1991). Similar to 8-year-olds, 10- to 11-year-olds readily use social comparison information for self-evaluation (Ruble, Parsons, & Ross, 1976). As children move into middle adolescence, they continue to engage in social comparisons (Keil et al., 1990), especially upward ones (van der Aar, Peters, & Crone, 2018), which may motivate them to be as good as others (Buunk, Kuyper, & van der Zee, 2005; Ruble, 1994).

Like social comparisons, temporal comparisons may wax and wane. During middle-to-late childhood, children’s environments are rich in temporal comparison information (e.g., information on their learning curves in school; see Eccles et al., 1993; Nicholls & Miller, 1983). At this age, children are able to reflect back on their past selves and imagine how they have changed over time (Fivush, 2001; Fivush & Schwarzmueller, 1998; Van Abbema & Bauer, 2005). However, they may be more interested in social than temporal comparison feedback (Ruble & Flett, 1988). For example, 9-year-old children may prefer social over temporal comparison information, especially if they are low in ability (Ruble & Flett, 1988). As children grow older, they begin to prefer temporal comparisons over social comparisons for self-evaluation (Frey & Ruble, 1990; Ruble et al., 1992), probably because they realize that these comparisons can be more gratifying (Ruble, Eisenberg, & Higgins, 1994). As children move to early adolescence and transition into secondary school, they may engage in more temporal comparisons, especially downward ones, which make them feel certain and good about their skills (Albert, 1977). During middle adolescence, as children become more certain about their relative social standing, they may become more interested in temporal comparison information (Ruble & Frey, 1991). Taken together, there is evidence that, from age 8, social and temporal comparisons impact children’s self-evaluation, and thus possibly shape children’s affective states and goal pursuits. Preliminary evidence suggests that the consequences of these comparisons may remain relatively stable after age 8. For example, in one study, children inferred higher ability after outperforming others than after being outperformed by others, and this effect did
not differ significantly across middle-to-late childhood, early adolescence, and mid-adolescence (Keil et al., 1990). However, there is no research that has jointly compared the influence of social and temporal comparisons across these developmental groups. Our study is the first to provide a stringent test in a highly powered experimental paradigm.

Overview

We developed a novel hypothesis, namely, that downward temporal comparison, unlike downward social comparison, makes children feel proud without making them desire superiority. We tested this hypothesis, for the first time, using a rigorous experimental design. To do so, we randomly assigned children to engage in social comparisons (downward or upward), temporal comparisons (downward or upward), or no comparison. We hypothesized that downward and upward comparisons would make children feel proud and ashamed, respectively, regardless of whether those comparisons were social or temporal. We hypothesized that social comparisons, unlike temporal comparisons, would trigger superiority goals. In addition, we hypothesized that temporal comparisons, more so than social comparisons, would steer children toward improvement (vs. superiority) goals and provide them with a sense of progress and insight.

An additional goal of our research was to explore developmental change and continuity in the effects of social and temporal comparison. We focused on the theoretically relevant subgroups of middle-to-late childhood (ages 8–10), early adolescence (ages 11–13), and middle adolescence (ages 14–16). Rather than testing the effects of social and temporal comparisons within each age group separately, we examined whether age group would moderate the effects of social and temporal comparisons—an approach that allowed us to test whether potential differences between age groups were statistically significant (Nieuwenhuis, Forstmann, & Wagenmakers, 2011).

In our experimental manipulation of social and temporal comparisons, we sought to capture their core features. That is, we highlighted specific persons (i.e., being better or worse than peers) for social comparisons and trajectories (i.e., getting better or worse) for temporal comparisons. This concurs with theoretical accounts, which posit that a trajectory is at the core of temporal (but not social) comparisons. For example, leading scholars argued that “temporal comparison serves the function of . . . allowing [people] to evaluate and adjust to changes in aspects of the self that occur over time” (Albert, 1977, p. 488) and people who engage in temporal comparison “perceive themselves as undergoing change” (Albert, 1977, p. 491). By contrast, social comparison information is more relevant than temporal comparison information so as to assess ability as a stable characteristic “because relative standing is . . . much less likely to show change than comparison with self or absolute standards” (Ruble & Flett, 1988, p. 104). Highlighting trajectories for temporal comparisons is also consistent with existing work on similar age groups, in which children were told the following: “Now you can see whether your scores changed over time as you worked. Your scores for each problem were 1 2 1 2 3 3” (Butler, 2000, p. 972), or were asked to reflect on how someone may have “consistently improved over time” (Ruble et al., 1994, p. 1100). By highlighting the core characteristics of each type of comparison, we were able to capture their differential effects on children and adolescents.

Method

Participants

All children from sixth, seventh, and eighth grade of primary schools and from first, second, third, and fourth grade of secondary schools were eligible for participation. Participants were 583 students (54.4% girls) aged 8–18 years (M ages = 11.65, SD = 1.92; 96.9% ethnic Dutch) recruited from seven elementary (n = 329) and five secondary (n = 254) schools that served middle-class communities in the Netherlands. Participants received active parental consent (parental consent rate = 67%). All procedures were approved by the Ethics Review Board of the Faculty of Social and Behavioral Sciences, University of Amsterdam (2016-CDE-7421). A power analysis based on a medium effect size (f = .25) for detecting the Comparison Type (social, temporal, none) × Comparison Direction (downward, upward, none) interaction on self-feelings and goals led to a targeted sample of 302 participants (power = .95, α = .05; Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007). Similar to a previous study (Yeager, Lee, & Jamieson, 2016), final sample size was determined by the maximum number of parents who were willing to provide consent.

Experimental Manipulation

We manipulated comparisons by having children engage in a reading and writing exercise for approximately 15 min in their classrooms. Children received a closed booklet that contained written instructions (see Table S1 in the online supplemental material). We randomly assigned them, on an individual basis, to reflect back on and write about a personal experience involving: downward social comparison (n = 116), upward social comparison (n = 119), downward temporal comparison (n = 118), upward temporal comparison (n = 117), or no comparison (n = 113). We carried out the random assignment by handing out closed booklets in a predetermined, randomized order. Given that the booklet covers were identical, research assistants and teachers remained unaware of condition assignment.

In each of the four comparison conditions, children first selected a domain central to their identity (i.e., schoolwork, sports, music, and friendship). Most of them selected the domain friendship (37.53%), followed by schoolwork (33.04%), sports (26.23%), and music (3.20%). In the downward social comparison condition, children were asked to think and write about a time when they were better than their peers at the self-selected domain. For example, a 10-year-old boy wrote the following: “I’m much smarter than most others. I often know the answer sooner and I finish my work earlier.”

In the upward social comparison condition, children were asked to think and write about a time when they were worse than their peers at the self-selected domain. For example, a 9-year-old boy wrote the following:

We went to the gym and we had to do some exercises. I was the only one who couldn’t do them. We formed groups, and I was grouped with many children who did well. When we started, I felt like the
ground beneath [my feet] disappeared. I had to go first and I felt really ashamed.

In the downward temporal comparison condition, children were asked to think and write about a time when they got worse at the self-selected domain. For example, a 13-year-old girl wrote the following:

I got better at horse riding. That’s because I trained really hard every Saturday, researched lots of things about horse riding, and contacted experts for finding out their strategies. I also asked my mom to film me while I was horse riding to learn in what ways I can do better.

In the upward temporal comparison condition, children were asked to think and write about a time when they got worse at the self-selected domain. For example, a 12-year-old girl wrote the following:

I was in 7th grade and I was always getting three stars for technical reading. Later, I started getting two stars. That really pissed me off. I thought that I was bad at it and I felt sad and stupid.

In the control condition, children were asked to select the domain which was important to other children, but not to themselves. Most of the children selected the domain music (66.07%), followed by sports (17.86%), friendship (10.71%), and schoolwork (5.36%). Next, they were asked to think and write about a time when they noticed that the selected domain was important to their peers. For example, a 12-year-old boy wrote the following: “For some people it [making music] is important because they like it very much and they dare to do it, I think that’s great.”

Outcome Measures

Next, children completed outcome measures, all rated on four-point scales (1 = not at all true, 4 = completely true). We measured state pride using the five-item Pride subscale of The State Shame and Guilt Scale (Marshall, Sanftner, & Tangney, 1994). Sample items include the following: “I feel worthwhile, valuable” and “I feel pleased about something I have done” (M = 2.61, SD = 0.78, Cronbach’s α = .89). We measured state shame using the five-item Shame subscale of The State Shame and Guilt Scale (Marshall et al., 1994). Sample items include the following: “I want to sink into the floor and disappear” and “I feel small” (M = 1.54, SD = 0.67, Cronbach’s α = .88). We measured goal orientation using the Superiority and Improvement Goals Scale (developed for the purposes of this study). Three items assess superiority goals (e.g., “I want to be better than my peers”; M = 2.07, SD = 0.83, Cronbach’s α = .90) and three items assess improvement goals (e.g., “I want to improve myself,” M = 3.26, SD = 0.75, Cronbach’s α = .82). Whereas superiority goals reflect the desire to be superior to others, improvement goals reflect the desire to improve oneself (i.e., to be superior to one’s own past self). Factor analysis confirms that these subscales form two factors (see Table S2 in the online supplemental material). To index children’s preference of improvement over superiority goals, we also calculated a ratio dividing the score of improvement goals by the score of superiority goals (M = 1.82, SD = 0.84, see Dweck, 2002, for similar reasoning). We measured sense of progress with two items (Sedikides, 2015): “I feel that I am moving forward” and “I feel that I am improving myself” (M = 2.89, SD = 0.89, r = .76). We did not ask children to report their sense of insight. Instead, we analyzed children’s writings using Linguistic Inquiry Word Count (LIWC; Pennebaker, Booth, Boyd, & Francis, 2015) software to calculate the number of insight words they used in those writings (M = 2.42, SD = 3.02). The Oxford English Dictionary defines insight as “the capacity to gain an accurate and deep understanding of someone or something.” and the LIWC indexes insight with 459 words (e.g., understand, realize, learn, conclude) that have been validated through expert ratings (Pennebaker et al., 2015) and have been used successfully in prior work (Frattaroli, Thomas, & Lyubomirsky, 2011; Pennebaker & Francis, 1996). Debriefing concluded the experimental session.

Results

Preliminary Analyses

Data exclusion. We excluded data from six participants, because they did not complete the writing exercise (i.e., they did not write any word on the booklet for the writing exercise). The data set included one 17-year-old and one 18-year-old, but we retained those participants (excluding them did not change the results). The final sample consisted of 577 participants (M_age = 11.65, SD = 1.91). There were no condition differences in gender or age, ps > .548, indicating successful random assignment.

Statistical assumptions. Missingsness (i.e., participants not completing one or more outcome measures) was less than 5% within each condition. There were no multivariate outliers (Cook’s distances <1). There were six univariate outliers for shame (z > 3.29) and for improvement goals (z < −3.29), but excluding them from the analyses did not alter the results, and so we retained them. There were six univariate outliers for insight (z > 3.29) and excluding them from the analyses changed the significance level but not the pattern of results; so, we reported analyses with and without those outliers. The outcome variables were moderately skewed within each condition. Given that transformations to normalize their distributions (e.g., square root) did not affect the results pattern, and that our main analyses (i.e., analyses of variance [ANOVAs]) are robust against nonnormally distributed dependent variables (Schmider, Ziegler, Danay, Beyer, & Bühner, 2010), we decided not to transform the data, which eases interpretation (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2014). The assumption of homogeneity of variance was met (F_max < 10).

Manipulation check. Children’s writings were coded by two independent coders. Given that the coders received transcribed versions of children’s writings, without knowing the instructions that children received, they remained unaware of the study hypotheses and condition assignment. Coders assessed whether a specific type of comparison (downward social, upward social, downward temporal, upward temporal) was present (see the online supplemental material). Of all writings, 20% were coded by both coders: interrater reliability was high for each comparison type (Cohen’s ks > .76). Discrepancies were resolved through discussion. Children’s writings were rich in both social and temporal comparisons (see the online supplemental material). The manipulation was effective: Children in a comparison condition engaged in the specific type of comparison in which they were instructed to engage more so than children in the other comparison conditions (ps < .001; see the online supplemental material).
Main Analyses

We analyzed data using 3 (comparison type: social, temporal, none) \times 3 (comparison direction: downward, upward, none) between-subjects ANOVAs separately for each outcome variable. We followed up significant effects with planned pairwise comparisons. In Table 1, we report descriptive statistics, and in Table 2 we report correlations among outcome variables. We set the alpha level at .05. Despite our directional hypotheses, we used two-tailed testing to provide more stringent tests.

Pride. There was a main effect of comparison direction, $F(1, 565) = 174.43, p < .001$, $\eta^2_p = .24$, but neither a main effect of comparison type, $F(1, 565) = 0.16, p = .688$, $\eta^2_p < .01$, nor an interaction, $F(1, 565) = 0.94, p = .332$, $\eta^2_p < .01$. Relative to the control condition ($M = 2.59, SE = 0.07$), downward comparisons ($M = 3.05, SE = 0.05$) made children prouder ($p < .001, 95\%$ confidence interval [CI] for the mean difference $[-0.61, -0.30]$), whereas upward comparisons ($M = 2.20, SE = 0.05$) made them less proud ($p < .001, 95\%$ CI for the mean difference $[0.23, 0.55]$). Also, downward comparisons made children prouder than did upward comparisons ($p < .001, 95\%$ CI for the mean difference $[-0.97, -0.72]$). As hypothesized, both downward social comparison and downward temporal comparison made children feel proud of themselves.

Shame. There was a main effect of comparison direction, $F(1, 563) = 47.31, p < .001$, $\eta^2_p = .08$, but neither a main effect of comparison type, $F(1, 563) = 0.78, p = .377$, $\eta^2_p < .01$, nor an interaction, $F(1, 563) = 0.03, p = .853$, $\eta^2_p < .01$. Relative to the control condition ($M = 1.57, SE = 0.06$), upward comparisons ($M = 1.74, SE = 0.04$) made children feel more ashamed ($p = .022, 95\%$ CI for the mean difference $[-0.32, -0.02]$), whereas downward comparisons ($M = 1.33, SE = 0.04$) made them feel less ashamed ($p < .001, 95\%$ CI for the mean difference $[0.09, 0.39]$). Also, upward comparisons made children feel more ashamed than did downward comparisons ($p < .001, 95\%$ CI for the mean difference $[-0.53, -0.29]$). As hypothesized, both upward social comparison and upward temporal comparison made children feel ashamed of themselves.

Superiority goals. There was a main effect of comparison type, $F(1, 559) = 5.48, p = .020$, $\eta^2_p = .01$, but neither a main effect of comparison direction, $F(1, 559) = 0.03, p = .866$, $\eta^2_p < .01$, nor an interaction, $F(1, 559) = 0.71, p = .399$, $\eta^2_p < .01$. Relative to the control condition ($M = 1.90, SE = 0.08$), social comparisons ($M = 2.20, SE = 0.05$) made children adopt superiority goals ($p = .002, 95\%$ CI for the mean difference $[-0.50, -0.12]$), whereas temporal comparisons ($M = 2.02, SE = 0.05$) did not ($p = .189, 95\%$ CI for the mean difference $[-0.32, 0.06]$). Social comparisons made children adopt superiority goals more than did temporal comparisons ($p = .020, 95\%$ CI for the mean difference $[-0.33, -0.03]$).

Improvement goals. There was no main effects of comparison type, comparison direction, or interaction, $F(1, 558) = 1.00, p = .318$, $\eta^2_p < .01$. Improvements goals $3.28 (0.73)$ $3.35 (0.71)$ $3.28 (0.79)$ $3.35 (0.65)$ $3.05 (0.82)$ Improved versus superiority goals ratio. There was a main effect of comparison type, $F(1, 558) = 8.44, p = .004$, $\eta^2_p = .01$, but neither a main effect of comparison direction, $F(1, 558) = 0.15, p = .695$, $\eta^2_p < .01$, nor an interaction, $F(1, 558) = 0.37, p = .541$, $\eta^2_p < .01$. To the control condition ($M = 1.85, SE = 0.08$), temporal comparisons ($M = 1.92, SE = 0.06$) did not make children adopt improvement versus superiority goals ($p = .455, 95\%$ CI for the mean difference $[-0.27, 0.12]$; $p = .188, 95\%$ CI for the mean difference $[-0.04, 0.35]$, respectively). However, relative to each other, temporal comparisons made children adopt improvement versus superiority goals more than did social comparisons ($p = .004, 95\%$ CI for the mean difference $[-0.38, -0.07]$). As hypothesized, temporal comparisons encouraged children to adopt improvement (vs. superiority) goals, regardless of whether those comparisons were downward or upward.

Progress. There was a main effect of comparison type, $F(1, 560) = 7.50, p = .006$, $\eta^2_p = .01$. Relative to the control condition ($M = 2.54, SE = 0.08$), both temporal ($M = 3.08, SE = 0.06$) and social ($M = 2.87, SE = 0.06$) comparisons made children feel more progressed ($p < .001, 95\%$ CI for the mean difference $[-0.73, -0.35]$; $p < .001, 95\%$ CI for the mean difference $[-0.52, -0.14]$, respectively). As hypothesized, temporal comparisons made children feel more progressed than did social comparisons ($p = .006, 95\%$ CI for the mean difference $[-0.37, -0.06]$).

There was also a main effect of comparison direction, $F(1, 560) = 44.19, p < .001$, $\eta^2_p = .07$. Relative to the control condition ($M = 2.54, SE = 0.08$), downward comparisons ($M = 3.24, SE = 0.06$) made children feel more progressed ($p < .001, 95\%$ CI for

Table 1

Means and Standard Deviations (in Parentheses) for Outcome Variables by Comparison Direction and Comparison Type ($N = 577$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Downward comparisons</th>
<th>Upward comparisons</th>
<th>Social comparisons</th>
<th>Temporal comparisons</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (in years)</td>
<td>11.54 (1.86)</td>
<td>11.73 (1.91)</td>
<td>11.62 (1.94)</td>
<td>11.65 (1.83)</td>
<td>11.73 (2.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pride</td>
<td>3.05 (0.57)</td>
<td>2.20 (0.79)</td>
<td>2.63 (0.83)</td>
<td>2.61 (0.78)</td>
<td>2.59 (0.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shame</td>
<td>1.33 (0.50)</td>
<td>1.74 (0.74)</td>
<td>1.56 (0.67)</td>
<td>1.50 (0.65)</td>
<td>1.57 (0.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progress</td>
<td>3.24 (0.69)</td>
<td>2.72 (0.94)</td>
<td>2.87 (0.95)</td>
<td>3.09 (0.76)</td>
<td>2.54 (0.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superiority goals</td>
<td>2.11 (0.85)</td>
<td>2.12 (0.82)</td>
<td>2.20 (0.84)</td>
<td>2.02 (0.81)</td>
<td>1.90 (0.79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement goals</td>
<td>3.28 (0.73)</td>
<td>3.35 (0.71)</td>
<td>3.28 (0.79)</td>
<td>3.35 (0.65)</td>
<td>3.05 (0.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio</td>
<td>1.80 (0.83)</td>
<td>1.82 (0.84)</td>
<td>1.70 (0.79)</td>
<td>1.92 (0.86)</td>
<td>1.85 (0.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insight</td>
<td>2.22 (2.99)</td>
<td>2.53 (2.89)</td>
<td>2.27 (2.89)</td>
<td>2.49 (3.00)</td>
<td>2.73 (3.36)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Seven children had completely missing data on pride; nine children had completely missing data on shame; 12 children had completely missing data on progress; 13 children had completely missing data on superiority goals; 14 children had completely missing data on improvement goals and on improvement goals relative to superiority goals.

*a Ratio refers to improvement goals relative to superiority goals.*
the mean difference \([-0.89, -0.50]\), whereas upward comparisons \((M = 2.72, SE = 0.06)\) made them feel neither more nor less progressed \((p = .072, 95\% CI \text{ for the mean difference } [-0.37, 0.02])\). Also, downward comparisons made children feel more progressed than did upward comparisons \((p < .001, 95\% CI \text{ for the mean difference } [-0.67, -0.37])\). There was no interaction, \(F(1, 560) = 0.04, p = .837, \eta^2 < .01\).

**Insight.** There was no main effect of comparison type or comparison direction, \(F(1, 572) = 0.65, p = .422, \eta^2 < .01, F(1, 572) = 1.29, p = .257, \eta^2 < .01\), respectively, but there was an interaction, \(F(1, 572) = 5.13, p = .024, \eta^2 < .01\). Upward temporal comparison \((M = 2.33, SE = 0.28)\) and upward social comparison \((M = 2.73, SE = 0.28)\) writing exercises did not differ in number of insight words \((p = .301, 95\% CI \text{ for the mean difference } [-1.18, 0.37])\). However, partly as hypothesized, writing exercises of downward temporal comparison \((M = 2.64, SE = 0.28)\) contained more insight words than did those of downward social comparison \((M = 1.79, SE = 0.28, p = .031, 95\% CI \text{ for the mean difference } [-1.63, -0.08])\).

We repeated these analyses without the six outliers on insight. There was no main effect of comparison type or direction, \(F(1, 566) = 1.35, p = .246, \eta^2 < .01, F(1, 566) = 2.33, p = .128, \eta^2 < .01\), respectively, but there was a marginally significant interaction, \(F(1, 566) = 2.76, p = .097, \eta^2 < .01\). Although the interaction itself was no longer significant, the pattern of findings remained: Upward temporal comparison \((M = 2.33, SE = 0.24)\) and upward social comparison \((M = 2.45, SE = 0.24)\) writing exercises did not differ in number of insight words \((p = .722, 95\% CI \text{ for the mean difference } [-0.77, 0.54])\). Relative to writing exercises of downward social comparison \((M = 1.69, SE = 0.24)\), however, writing exercises of downward temporal comparison \((M = 2.36, SE = 0.24)\) contained more insight words \((p = .047, 95\% CI \text{ for the mean difference } [-1.33, -0.01])\).

**Developmental Trend Effects**

We asked whether the effects of comparisons depended on children’s age. To find out, we tested if age group interacted with comparison type or comparison direction in predicting outcomes. We excluded data from one 17-year-old and one 18-year-old, because they fell outside of middle adolescence (i.e., our oldest age group). The results of 3 (comparison type: social, temporal, none) \(\times 3\) (comparison direction: downward, upward, none) \(\times 3\) (age group: middle-to-late childhood, early adolescence, middle adolescence) between-subjects ANOVAs on each outcome variable yielded no interaction effects involving age group \((p > .093)\); see the online supplemental material for a full description of these results). To examine the robustness of these findings, we repeated these analyses with age and grade level as continuous moderators. Neither of these analyses revealed interaction effects involving age or grade level \((p > .066)\). Thus, there were no robust differences across middle-to-late childhood, early adolescence, and middle adolescence in responses to social and temporal comparisons.

**Gender Effects**

We asked whether the effects of comparisons depended on children’s gender. To find out, we tested if gender interacted with comparison type or comparison direction in predicting outcomes. The results of 3 (comparison type: social, temporal, none) \(\times 3\) (comparison direction: downward, upward, none) \(\times 2\) (gender: boy, girl) between-subjects ANOVAs on each outcome variable yielded only two interaction effects involving gender: a Comparison Direction \(\times\) Gender interaction for shame, \(F(1, 551) = 4.99, p = .026, \eta^2 = .01\), and a Comparison Type \(\times\) Direction \(\times\) Gender interaction for insight (only when the six univariate outliers for insight were retained), \(F(1, 560) = 4.73, p = .030, \eta^2 = .01\). Relative to the control condition, downward comparisons reduced shame more strongly in girls than in boys. Writing exercises of downward temporal comparison contained more insight words than those of downward social comparisons, especially in boys.

**Discussion**

Western societies offer children frequent opportunities for downward social comparison in attempts to make them feel proud. Does downward social comparison inadvertently enite children toward a desire for superiority over others, as cultural commentators have indicated? Our study shows that it does. Downward temporal comparison, on the other hand, makes children feel proud while giving them a sense of progress and insight and steering them toward improvement goals over superiority goals.

---

Table 2
**Correlations Among Outcome Variables (N = 577)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Age (in years)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Pride</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Shame</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>.46**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Progress</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>.53**</td>
<td>-.25**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Superiority goals</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>-.12**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Improvement goals</td>
<td>-.09*</td>
<td>.24**</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>.44**</td>
<td>-.35**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Ratio*</td>
<td>-.13*</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>-.17**</td>
<td>.18**</td>
<td>-.72**</td>
<td>.30**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Insight</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>-.10*</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Seven children had completely missing data on pride; nine children had completely missing data on shame; 12 children had completely missing data on superiority goals; 14 children had completely missing data on improvement goals and on development goals relative to superiority goals.

*a Ratio refers to improvement goals relative to superiority goals.

*p < .01.
Theoretical Implications

The findings have implications for theories of social and temporal comparisons. To date, research and theory have mainly focused on social comparisons, and have primarily addressed when and why people engage in such comparisons (Albert, 1977; Festinger, 1954). They have rarely examined the affective or motivational consequences of comparisons. Our study extends current knowledge by providing causal evidence for the novel theoretical postulate that downward temporal comparison can be a healthy alternative to downward social comparison, as it makes children feel proud and gives them a sense of progress and insight, without triggering a desire for superiority over others.

In our study, downward comparisons raised children’s pride and upward comparisons raised children’s shame, regardless of whether those comparisons were social or temporal. What psychological processes may underlie these effects? From the perspective of previous work documenting different facets of pride (Tracy & Robins, 2007; Weidman & Tracy, 2013), downward social comparisons might make children feel proud of their achievements by giving them a sense of superior competence (similar to hubristic pride), whereas downward temporal comparisons might make children feel proud of their achievements by giving them a sense of growth in competence (similar to authentic pride). Likewise, social and temporal comparisons may elicit different facets of shame, one stemming from a sense of inferior competence relative to others and the other stemming from not measuring up to one’s potential.

Consistent with the social comparison model of competition (Garcia et al., 2013), our findings suggest that social comparisons may contribute to a competitive interpersonal orientation in children. Goal theories (Ames, 1992; Nicholls, 1984) indicate that contexts which foster such a competitive interpersonal orientation elicit ego-involvement rather than task-involvement (i.e., they make children concerned about outperforming others rather than about mastering the task at hand). Unlike social comparisons, temporal comparisons might elicit task-involvement rather than ego-involvement, and by so doing give children an opportunity to reflect on how much effort they put into the tasks they value. Such perceived effort makes children feel that they have grown in competence and achievement (Jagacinski & Nicholls, 1987), which concurs with our finding that temporal comparisons make children feel progressed.

Our findings demonstrate that downward temporal comparisons gave children more insight, but upward temporal comparisons did not. Why? Temporal comparisons offer children an eye-opening opportunity for understanding how they have changed over time— for better or for worse (Wilson & Ross, 2001). Downward temporal comparisons might raise children’s awareness about the strategies that helped them move successfully toward their desired self (e.g., allocating their effort efficiently) and, consequently, might provide them with a sense of insight. Upward temporal comparisons might signal children that they did not adopt successful strategies and might therefore not trigger a sense of insight.

Our findings help clarify the desires or motives elicited by social and temporal comparisons. Building on literature on self-evaluation motives in adults (Gregg, Hepper, & Sedikides, 2011; Sedikides, 2018; Sedikides & Strube, 1997), our findings indicate that downward social and temporal comparisons both serve as self-enhancement tools (i.e., making children feel better about themselves), but only temporal comparisons do so without triggering superiority (vs. self-improvement) goals. Thus, in contexts where pursuing superiority may come at the cost of self-improvement (e.g., classrooms), downward temporal comparisons may encourage children to prefer self-improvement.

Temporal comparisons did not raise children’s absolute levels of improvement goals, but they did raise children’s preference for improvement over superiority goals more strongly than social comparisons did. What explains this finding? Children readily agreed that they desired self-improvement (in fact, across all conditions, they scored an average of 3.26 on a scale ranging from 1 to 4). The critical question, however, was whether children still desired self-improvement when faced with an opportunity to demonstrate superiority. Temporal comparisons may protect children’s self-improvement goals against such temptations. We found that, compared to social comparisons, temporal comparisons led children to desire improvement more strongly than superiority.

There has been extensive theorizing about children’s use of social comparisons (e.g., Butler, 1989, 1995, 1996; Frey & Ruble, 1985). Notably, Ruble et al. (1980) proposed a developmental model of social comparisons, which holds that children proceed from showing an interest in social comparisons toward using those comparisons for the purpose of self-evaluation. Our findings extended this model in three ways. First, our study incorporated temporal comparisons—an understudied type of comparison (e.g., Butler, 1998; Ruble et al., 1994). Second, our study suggested that social and temporal comparisons may have similar consequences for children’s self-evaluations (e.g., pride and shame), but diverging effects on children’s superiority versus improvement goals, insight, and sense of progress. Third, our study revealed that the effects of social and temporal comparisons on children’s pride, shame, superiority versus improvement goals, insight, and sense of progress remain fairly stable across age. This challenges the idea that children may be more strongly affected by social comparisons as they enter and move through adolescence (Keil et al., 1990).

Practical Implications

The evidence on the benefits of temporal comparisons has practical implications. The self-esteem movement has long encouraged parents and teachers to focus on children’s specialness: how children stand out favorably from others (Brummelman et al., 2015). Interventions and educational programs often encourage downward social comparison opportunities to help children confirm their superiority (Dweck, 2006; Kohn, 1992). Such activities may inadvertently direct children to a chronic orientation of confirming their superiority over others rather than improving themselves. Thus, children may sacrifice learning opportunities for the sake of appearing superior.

Over the last few years, there has been a trend toward participation trophies (Merryman, 2013). The thinking is that such trophies will make children feel good about themselves while eliminating a critical source of social comparison (i.e., all children receive the same award). However, such trophies may not abolish social comparisons altogether. Even though all children receive the same award, they may perceive pronounced individual differences in competence and performance. Indeed, given that high-performing children receive the same award as low-performing ones, the former group may feel treated unjustly and look down on
the latter group in contempt. Moreover, when low-performing children are lavished with such unwarranted awards, they may come to believe that they are entitled to recognition, admiration, and respect from others (Alsop, 2008; Merryman, 2013). This claim is buttressed by empirical findings indicating that inflated praise of children predicts higher narcissism, but lower self-esteem, over time (Brummelman, Nelemans, Thoennes, & Orobia de Castro, 2017). When children are reinforced by such extrinsic rewards, those with high sensitivity to rewards may become “addicted” to them, which may underlie narcissistic traits (Thoennes & Brummelman, 2016) and the preference for extrinsic rewards over intrinsic ones (e.g., superiority over self-improvement; Abeyta, Routledge, & Sedikides, 2017). Unlike participation trophies, temporal comparisons may prevent children from looking down on others by shifting their attention away from outperforming others to improving themselves.

Our results point to downward temporal comparisons as a healthy alternative to social comparisons. This begs the question: How could parents and teachers encourage children to engage in temporal comparisons? First, parents and teachers may consider offering children feedback that is focused on temporal rather than social comparison (e.g., “You’ve performed better than last time!” instead of “You’ve performed better than your classmates!”). Preliminary evidence suggests that such feedback can galvanize children’s intrinsic motivation (Corpus et al., 2006). Second, adults could discuss with children how the latter have changed over time; such conversations can make temporal comparison information more salient for children and invigorate them to evaluate themselves using temporal comparisons. Third, adults could help children reflect on how they overcame challenges or setbacks, which highlights improvement over time. Evidence shows, for example, that parents who convey to their children that failures are an opportunity for learning can instill a growth mindset in them (Haimovitz & Dweck, 2016).

Strengths, Limitations, and Future Research Directions

Our study used a highly powered and rigorous experimental design with novel methods (e.g., analyzing children’s writings) in a large sample of difficult-to-recruit participants. These methodological strengths allowed us to make two key contributions to existing literature. First, our study has pioneered the generation and testing of a hypothesis, which was whether an understudied type of comparison, namely temporal comparison, has similar affective consequences as social comparisons, without triggering a desire for superiority and while giving additional benefits such as a sense of progress and insight. Second, our study is novel with its focus on the consequences of social and temporal comparisons in children and adolescents. Previous studies have mainly examined when and why children and young adolescents become interested in and use social-comparison information, and the goal settings that make children and adolescents seek for social comparison versus mastery information (e.g., Butler, 1999). Extending the scarce literature on the consequences of social and temporal comparisons in younger children (ages 4 through 8 in Butler, 1998 and ages 6 through 10 in Ruble et al., 1994), our study was able to examine developmental differences in those consequences.

Our study has limitations and addressing them yields new research directions. First, our study was conducted in the Netherlands, a Western country. Unlike Western children, non-Western children, such as Chinese children, may perceive competition as a key ingredient for self-improvement (Watkins, 2007). Thus, social comparison may be more likely to trigger improvement goals in non-Western children. Second, we focused exclusively on the immediate affective and motivational consequences of comparisons. It would be interesting to examine how frequently children engage in these comparisons in daily life, and how doing so affects their self-feelings and goal pursuit over extended temporal periods. Third, the experimental instructions in the social and temporal comparison conditions were parallel in all but one respect. Prior studies in adults used more parallel wording, inviting people to “compare your present self with your past standing” and to “compare yourself with other people” (Wilson & Ross, 2000, p. 930). However, because this wording was demanding for younger children in our sample, we used simpler wording, asking children to reflect on “a time when you were better/worse than others” (social comparison) and “a time when you got better/worse” (temporal comparison). This wording is consistent with existing work on similar age groups (Butler, 2000; Ruble et al., 1994). Future investigations should examine whether highlighting trajectories makes temporal comparisons more consequential for children. Finally, we did not include a condition that represents a mix of social and temporal comparisons (e.g., “a time when you got better at something than your peers”), as the aim of our research was to isolate the causal effects of social versus temporal comparisons. Such mixed comparisons may have different consequences for people with a fixed versus growth mindset (Butler, 2000).

Conclusion

Western societies offer downward social comparison opportunities. However well-intentioned these opportunities may be, they are likely to trigger a desire in children to be superior to others. We demonstrated that downward temporal comparison—comparing one’s present self with one’s past self, rather than with others— makes children feel proud, and gives them a sense of progress and insight, without triggering a desire for superiority.

Context of the Research

Western societies have become increasingly concerned about raising healthy self-views in children. Our research examines the origins of those self-views: How do children use social information (e.g., feedback they receive from others) to construct and maintain their self-views? How can this process be redirected to help children flourish? We focused on children’s social and temporal comparisons, because such comparisons provide a critical route through which children acquire self-knowledge. The topic has rarely been studied, especially not at an age period where children begin to use such comparisons to evaluate themselves. Using a randomized experiment, we found the temporal comparisons, unlike social comparisons, can make children feel proud and give them a sense of insight and progress, without triggering a desire for superiority. Our findings could inform intervention efforts to help children gain healthy self-views.
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